FONASBA MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRY
ENQUIRY RESPONSE FORM
ORIGINATING ASSOCIATION:
ENQUIRY DETAILS:

Association of St. Petersburg Shipping
Agencies
Due to recent changes in the procedures for
issuing transit visas to foreign seamen in
Russia, the issuing process now takes up to 20
days after the application is lodged.
(Previously seafarer transit visas could be
issued within 24 hours of application). Such a
delay is in contravention of the Maritime
Labour Convention and Seafarers Identity
Documents Convention (both of which have
been signed by the Russian Federation) and an
obvious impediment to the efficient change
and repatriation of crew members in Russian
ports.
In order to support our actions to return the
visa process to its original 24 hour timescale,
we are asking FONASBA members in Europe to
advise:
1) Is a visa required for the repatriation of a
seaman (non-EU citizen) from your country?
2) How long does it take to get the visa?

CLOSING DATE FOR REPLIES:

Friday 26th August 2016

RESPONDING ASSOCIATION COMMENTS: (Please include any attachments)
ASSOCIATION
Angola
Belgium
Brazil

RESPONSE
1. A transit visa is required for disembarking seafarers into
Angola.
2. Visas can be issued on the same day as they are applied for.
See attachment.
1. Seamen who are citizens of countries signatory of ILO
Convention and with seaman book, are allowed to enter
Brazilian Territory and the transit visa will granted on
arrival at International airport. Seamen must hold a letter
informing that he is a seaman in transit, mentioning ship’s
name and port of embarking. Regretfully different
procedures in some Brazilian ports also happens and,
therefore, seamen coming from countries on which a
previous visa is compulsory, should contact local agents

Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus

Denmark

before traveling. In the same way, seamen to be replaced
only needs a permission to disembark and be taken to the
airport as long as the situation is fully regularized in the
ship. In Brazil, The Federal Police is in charge to grant such
authorization.
2. In both cases, the arrangements to obtain a transit Visa
only takes a few hours or less.
After contacting the local authorities regarding the question
we can provide the following information: If a seaman needs
to be repatriated from Bulgaria there are three possible
scenarios –
a) The seaman comes from a country which has a visa-free
agreement with the EU – no visa is required
b) The seaman comes from a country which has a specific
bi-lateral agreement with Bulgaria for the facilitation of
travel (Russia, Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, Macedonia,
Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia, Albania) – no visa is
required in case the seaman presents the seaman
documents (passport, etc.)
c) The seaman comes from a country which has a visa
requirement to enter Bulgaria – in that case transit visa
is required and is given for repatriation only in
exceptional/rare cases. Such a visa can’t be used for
planned crew changes.
2) For the last scenario - the transit visa is issued within 2 days
from lodging the visa application
1. Yes, a visa is required.
2. Any non-EU seaman may join the vessel in Croatia with a
Croatian transit visa. These are usually obtained within
three working days of request.
The Shipping Agent (who should be a member of the Cyprus
Shipping Association) is responsible to present to the proper
authorities of any departing seaman – non EU passport – his air
tickets and flight number and under the Agent’s entire
responsibility the Authorities issue a three days transit visa upon
arrival of the seaman.
The Agent is also responsible for his repatriation within three
days after the issuance of the visa.
1: Crew changes are regularly handled in Danish ports and in
Danish waters. There are VISA requirements for non-EU
citizens who embark and/or disembark. The notice time is
minimum 24 hours, unless the last port of call was less than 24
hours ago, then at the earliest possible notice. For Crew
Changes outside ports it is a minimum of 24 hours notice.

2: It is difficult to state how long time it would take to get a
VISA locally and it depends on the applicants nationality and
whether it is represented in Denmark by a consulate or an
embassy.
Dubai
Finland

France
Germany

1. Yes, a visa is required.
2. To obtain a visa, it usually takes 24-48 hours.
1. Yes.
2. Within 24 hours.
Further Comments:
 Seamen arriving to vsl: you fill in a form and send it
to the airport boarder guard
 Seamen leaving vsl: are taken to the customs who
issue instantly one day visa
1. Yes a visa is required.
2. If the seamen have all documents to hand, one hour.
1. In general, yes. Exceptions are possible, but only in urgent
cases and only for the repatriation of seamen. But we see a
growing number of so called multiple entry visas, so we are
talking about a very small number of cases.
2. If the request for an exe was approved the seaman gets the
transit visa within 24-hours.

Hungary
Israel

Not applicable in Hungary
In Israel there are about 80 countries which does not require a
visa at all while visiting Israel. The list is presented in a Law
called The Entry to Israel Comandment. A valid Seamans Book
and a valid passport are sufficient to enter Israel for transit
Seamen from the listed countries. For Seamen from countries
which are not in the a/m list the local agent in Israel has to send
A letter of Invitation to the Ministry of Interior of the Country
of Origin of the Seaman with the Seaman's details and with this
letter declaration about the purpose of the invitation + his Valid
Passport and + Valid Seaman's book enables him to leave his
country and enter Israel. So actually no VISA is required for
Seamen entering Israel in transit.

Italy

1. Yes, in Italy a VISA is required for the repatriation of a
seaman (non-EU citizen).
2. It Italy, the application for seafarer transit VISA (non-EU
citizen) who has to return home depends from port to port,
in any case generally not more than 24-48 hours.

Kenya

1. Yes.
2. On request

Malta

1. Yes, a visa is required for the repatriation of seamen (nonEU citizens), however there are circumstances where, if
crew who are signing off have a valid flight ticket, issued by
a non-Schengen country, the formalities are very flexible.
2. It usually takes 48 hours to get the visa, when required.

Netherlands

Seafarers who leave the ship to go back to their country have
to visit a member of the harbour police force to obtain an exit
visa. They will have to wait for this document to be processed
and received.

Philippines

The Philippines does not request exit visas from repatriating
seafarers.

Poland

1. Yes, at least a transit VISA is required.
2. No more than 24 hours.

Portugal

1. YES. For the moment, Portugal still have the ability to give
local transit VISA, it is considered as “extraordinary”.
2. It is possible to get a VISA in 48 hours, but the approval
depends exclusively on the immigration deputy officer on
duty and the risk management procedures.
In addition, the Ship Agent must provide full information on
crewmembers personal data, confirmed flights, and they
must be present to local immigration port office to collect
biometric data.

Slovenia

1. Yes, it is required by embarking and by disembarking of
seaman’s
2. Visas will be granted on the same day of application, but are
valid only for vessel at Port or arriving in 24 hrs. Application
is made to Airport police office, with copy to Port police
office, in application we put all data’s of seaman with airline
flight number and visa is waiting seaman on Airport.

South Africa

Off-signing crew must present to the port immigration office
with a valid airline ticket. The exit visa is issued at that time
and is valid for 30 days. There is no cost applicable.
1. Yes it is.
2. Within 24 hours of application.
1. Yes
2. It differs a lot. In some cases they don’t get it at all, because
the police state that sailors should have a valid seaman’s
visa, issued in their homeland. They just refuse to issue it
here then, even if that means that the sailor has to stay on

Spain
Sweden

Turkey

board for a couple of extra days until the next port outside
Sweden. A copy of the relevant legislation is attached.
1. In our country TURKEY as a summary there are three types
of visa status for embarking and disembarking crew as
below;
- First in order to consider someone as a crew he/she has to
hold valid seaman book.
Visa status of countries are announced by Ministry of
Interior to Security General Directorate and if any changes of a
county it is announcing by them
Countries who do not require a VISA;
These countries crew members can embark and disembark
without visa. These countries are Russia, Ukraine, Germany,
Bulgaria, Azerbaijan, Czech Rep., Denmark, Italy, Sweden etc.
As you can see usually EU countries.
Countries
who
can
receive
a
VISA
whilst
embarking/disembarking of crew at the border;
For these country citizens we as agent can issue transit visa at
the border and cost is 372,80.-Turkish Lira (around 125.-usd) for
year 2016 visa cost is changing from year to year.
These countries are Philippines, India, USA, Austria,
Bangladesh, Belgium, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Holland,
Hong Kong, Spain, Ireland, Cuba etc.
As you can see also some EU countries that we have to issue visa
at the border
Countries that need a VISA from the Turkish Consulate
For these county citizens if the crew will embark to a vessel in
Turkey we send invitation letter to Turkish Consulate in his/her
country and crew have to apply for Turkish Seaman visa after
visa issued he/she can travel to Turkey with valid Turkish visa
in hand. As per our previous experiences these formalities takes
about 1 week.
If a crew will disembark from a vessel before his disembarkation
we need his personal details from owner about 1 week ago and
apply to Foreign Affairs at capital city Ankara, after their
‘’green light’’ he/she can disembark from vessel.
These formalities also takes about 3 – 4 working days.
These Countries are: Afghanistan, Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Soudan, Cameroon, Sri Lanka, Somalia etc.
2. In Turkey we can obtain VISAs only for the crew members
which we can issue at the border (as mentioned above), for
a crew member this takes about 15 minutes. VISA fees must
be paid in advance to desks declared by the Government or
to the banks.

United Kingdom

1. Repatriating seamen do not require a visa to sign off and
return home from a ship to the UK. They must have a valid

seamen’s book and passport and will be processed by
Immigration Officials prior to departure.
2. N/A
United States of 1. Yes, a visa is required.
America
2. Depends on the country but usually 4 or 5 days.

